Abstract. A procedure is given for recognizing sets of inference rules that generate polynomial time decidable reference relatlons. The procedure can automatically recognize the tractability of the inference rules underlying congruence closure. The recognition of tractability for that particular rule set constitutes mechanical verification of a theorem originally proved independently by Kozen and Shostak. The procedure is algorithmic, rather than heuristic, and the class of automatically recogmzable tractable rule sets can be precisely characterized. A series of examples of rule sets whose tractability N nontrivial, yet machme recognizable, N also given. The technical framework developed here is viewed as d first step toward a general theory of tractable reference relatlons.
Introduction
Certain well-known algorithms can be viewed as polynomial time decision procedures for inference relations. For example, transitive closure determines whether a formula of the form x < y can be proven from given inequalities and a transitivity axiom. The union-find procedure determines whether an equality x = y can be proven from given equations and the reflexivity, transitivity, and symmetry axioms of equality. The congruence closure procedure determines whether an equality s = t can be proven from a given set of equations and the symmetry, reflexivity, transitivity, and congruence axioms of equality [I] . Each of these algorithms can be viewed as a decision procedure for the inference relation generated by a certain set of inference rules. This paper identifies a general class of "local" rule sets. These rule sets have the Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material 1s granted prowded that the copies are not made or distributed for dmect commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying n by permission of the Association for Computmg Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to repubhsh, requires a fee and/or spe,clfic pernusslon. order logic is undecidable). However, local inference rules can be used to reduce proof length in first order proof systems. This can be done through the construction of a Socratic sequent system [2] . A sequent is an expression of the form X k @ where 2 is a set of formulas and @ is a formula. If Z l-~@ then we say that a rule set R generates the sequent Z + 0. A Socratic sequent system consists of two rule sets-a local rule set and a set of sequent rules. A sequent generated by the local set is called "obvious." A proof in a Socratic sequent system is a series of sequents where each sequent is either obvious or is derivable from earlier sequents by one of the sequent rules. Because obvious sequents can abbreviate long derivations, proofs in a Socratic sequent system can be shorter than proofs in more traditional systems. However, because the rule set generating obvious sequents is local, the correctness of a proof can still be verified in polynomial time. Particular Socratic sequent systems for set theory and first order logic are described in [4] and [5] . It appears that the power of the local rule set in a Socratic sequent system can be enhanced through the use of a nonstandard syntax for first order logic. Aspects of the syntax of English under Mantague semantics have been used to construct particularly powerful general-purpose local rule sets [2] . Determining the locality of an arbitrary rule set can be difficult-it is not known whether locality, as a property of rule sets, is decidable. The main result of this paper is that a certain subclass of local rule sets-the bounded local rule sets-can be mechanically identified. More precisely, there exists a procedure that, given an arbitrary rule set, will find a counterexample to locality whenever the rule set is not local, will construct a proof that the rule set is bounded local whenever it is bounded local, and will fail to terminate in cases where the rule set is local but not bounded local . The rule set consisting of the reflexivity,  symmetry,  transitivity,  and congruence  axioms  of equality   is   bounded  local so the locality  of this rule set can be mechanically  recognized  by   the  procedure  given  here.  This  amounts  to mechanical  verification of a theorem given in [3] , [7] , and [8] . Several novel examples of nontrivial bounded local rule sets are given in this paper, including a rule set based on the syntax of English. An example is also given of a rule set that is local but not bounded local.
Hopefully, the notion of locality described in this paper is a first step toward f' such that f(.x, y, z) equals f '(x, pair( y, z)). Without loss of generality, we can replace rule (15) by the two rules in Figure 3 .
In the remainder of this paper, we let E denote the rule set consisting of rules (12), (13) For any finite rule set R, the relation 1-~ispo@nomial time decidable.
Definition 12. A set of rules R will be called local if the relation h~is the same as the relation l-~.
The tractability lemma implies that the inference relation generated by a local rule set is polynomial time decidable. The proof of a refined version of the tractability lemma is given in Appendix A. As an example, consider the problem of determining whether or not Z 1-~@ where @ and each formula in Z is an equation between first order terms and E is the equality rule set (rules (12). (13), (14), (15a), and (15b)). The expression set fl(E, S u {~}) consists of the equality symbol plus all first order terms that appear in Z and Q. If s and t are terms in 0( E, Z U {@}) then the equation s = t is a label formula of (E,Z U {0}). Let n be the total size of Z U {0}. There are order n2 equations that are label formulas of Q( E, 2 u {0}). This implies that one can enumerate, in polynomial time, all label formulas of $2( E, X U {~}) that can be derived from 2 using derivations restricted to label formulas. The definition of locality does not provide any obvious way of determining if a given rule set is local. Locality of the equality inference rules was originally proved (using different terminology) independently by Kozen [3] and Shostak [8] . Kozen Since E~is sound, and +~is at least as strong as + E, the semantic completeness of h~implies that t-~is the same as RE . A semantic proof using a simpler model construction was later given by Nelson and Oppen [7] . Semantic proofs of locality are more compact in many cases than syntactic proofs of the same results. However, it seems difficult to generalize semantic proof techniques to the point where they can be used to mechanically recognize a wide class of local rule sets. The following section shows that syntactic techniques can be used to construct a general locality recognition procedure.
Syntactic Proofs of Locality
For any finite rule set R, the relation t-~is polynomial time decidable. The rule set R is local if the relation t-~is the same as the relation +~. A general syntactic approach to proving locality for particular rule sets can be constructed using the following definitions:
Definition 13. A set of expressions '1' will be called subexpression closed if every subexpression of every member of 'T is also a member of 'Y'. Definition 14. Let R be a rule set, 2 a formula set, and let T be an expression set that is subexpression closed and that contains 0( R, 2) as a subset. The set CR( X, T) is defined to be the set of formulas W such that there exists a derivation of T from 2 such that every formula appearing in that derivation is a label formula of T.
Definition 15. We say that the set C~(2, 'T) is universal if CR(2, 'T ) contains all label formulas of T'.
Let R be a fixed rule set. Let X be a formula set. Let T be a subexpression closed set containing O(R, 2). One can determine whether CR( Z, 'T) is utzil)ersal in time polynomial in the size of T. If CR ( 2, T) is not uniuersal, it is finite and can be enumerated in time polynomial in the size of l'.
The proof of the above lemma is not given here but is similar to the proof of the refined tractability lemma given in Appendix A. It is possible to characterize locality in terms of the closure operator CR rather than the inference relation H~. To do this, we need some additional terminology.
Definition 16. A one-step extension of a subexpression closed set T is an expression a that is not a member of T but such that every proper subexpression of a is a member of T. such that T is subexpression closed and contains fl(R, 2), a is a one-step extension of 'T, and~is a member of CR(2, T U {a}).
The letters %, %1, %Z, etc. are used below to denote extension events.
Consider an extension event (a, W, X, T ). Note that the formula TJ may be "old" in the sense that IP may be a member of CR(Z, T ). Alternatively,~may be "new" in the sense that V is a member of CR(X, T U {a}) but not a member of C~(X, T). Lemma states that a rule set R is local if and only if it is impossible for a new formula to be a label formula of the old set 1'.
Definition 18. A feedback euent for a rule set R is an extension event (a,~, Z, T ) for R where IP is a label formula of 'T but not a member of CR(2, T).
A rule set R is local $ and only f there are no feedback events for R. By induction, this implies that @ is not a member of CR(Z, T') for any finite subexpression closed set T containing Q(R, 2 u {@}) and thus X 1+~@. 
The Locality Recognition Procedure
The mechanical locality recognition procedure is not guaranteed to recognize all local rule sets. However, it is possible to precisely characterize the class of rule sets whose locality is mechanically recognizable by our procedure. This precise characterization involves some additional terminology.
Definition 20.
The rank of an extension event (a,~, S, 'T ) for a rule set R is the least natural number j such that W is an element of C;' J( 1, T).
Definition

21.
For any natural number k and rule set R, we say that R is k-bounded-local if R is local and all extension events for R have rank k or less. The rule set R is bounded-local whenever there exists some k such that R is k-bounded-local.
Note that if R is k-bounded-local then CR(Z, T U { a}) is always equal to c~"( S, T ). It would seem that bounded-locality is an extremely strong condition on inference rules and that few rule sets would satisfy this condition. Figure 5 . The rule set 1 is local but not bounded-local (the proof is left as a nontrivial exercise for the reader).
Given that Z is local (although not bounded-local), the refined tractability lemma implies that the generated inference relation is decidable in order n3 time (the transitivity rule has order 3). The following two theorems are the main results of this paper:
FIRST LOCALITY RECOGNITION THEOREM.
For any rule set R and bound k, it is possible to determine whether or not R is k-bounded local.
There exists a procedure that, gil'en any rule set R, does the following:
-If R is not local, then the procedure terminates and outputs a feedback t?l'ent for R; -If R is bounded-local, then the procedure terminates and outputs the least k such that R is k-bounded-local plus an enumeration of the possible "types" of extension el'ents: -If R is local, but not bounded-local, then the procedure fails to terminate.
Consider the proof of locality for the monotonicity rules described in the preceding section. The proof shows that every monotonicity extension event falls into one of four types and that no extension event of these types can be a feedback event. To mechanize this proof technique, we need some way to formally represent extension event types. Consider the third monotonicity extension event type given in the preceding section:
-a is of the form~(s) and W is a formula of the form a c t where C&f(X, T) contains the formulas s c u and~(u) G t.
The extension events of this type can be characterized by specifying the form of a, the form of T, and certain formulas that must be in CR( Z, 'T). In general,
we allow a formal specification of an extension event type to also include a specification of expressions that must be in T. A formal specification of an extension event type is a four-tuple ( a', T', Z', T' ) where a' and W' are patterns giving the form of a and V, respectively; Z' is a set of formulas that must be included in CR( Z, T ); and T' is a set of expressions that must be included in T. The patterns a' and~' are just expressions containing metavariables.
The above type of monotonicity extension event can be characterized by the following formal four-tuple. Note that 'T' has been constructed so that 'T' is a subexpression closed set containing Q(R, Z'), and a' is a one-step extension of T'. In fact, the tuple ( a', W', S', T' ) satisfies all of the conditions given in the definition of an extension event-this tuple is itself an extension event. In general, an extension event containing metavariables defines an entire class of "instantiations" of that extension event.
Definition 22. Let % be an extension event (a, W, 2,~) and let %' be an extension event ( a', "T', Z', 'T'). We say that % is an R-instance of the template %', or that the template %' R-couers the extension event %, if there exists a metavariable substitution p satisfying the following conditions:
-p(a') = a: -p(T') = w; -p(z') G CR(2T); -p('-r') g '-r.
We say that a template set TI R-covers an event set Tz if every member of Tz is R-covered by some member of TI.
I often say covers or instance rather than R-covers or R-instance, respectively, when the rule set is clear from context. I use the term el'ent template, or just template, rather than the term extension euent to describe extension events that are being used as templates or schemas for a whole class of extension events. The following lemmas state useful properties of extension event templates (let % be (a,~, Z,'T) and let %' be (a',~',~',1") such that % is an instance of %' by virtue of the metavariable substitution p):
The set p(C~(2', l")) is a subset of C~(E, T). For each tlatural number j, the set p(C~'J( 2', T")) is a subset of C:'](X, 'r).
PROOF.
The proof is by induction on~. The previous lemma establishes the result for j = O. Now assume that the result holds for j and consider j + 1. ',~+1(~', 'Y"). We must show that p((l) is in Let @ be any formula in CR C;' 1+1(~, T'). @ is derivable, via a single inference rule, from some formulas @l "." @,, in C:"] (~', T"). By the induction hypothesis P(O1) """ P(@.) are in C; '(Z, 'Y'). But p(@) is derivable from p(@l) """ p(@,z) and p(@) is a label formula of T U {a}. Thus, P(O) is in C:'~+1(2, T').
Tl~e rank of~is less than or equal to the rank of E'.
PROOF.
Let j be the rank of %". The formula W' is in C~''J(X', T'). By the above lemma, p(~') must be in C:'~(Z, T'). Since p(~') equals~, the extension event % must have rank j or less.
If E' is not a feedback event, then 2? is not a feedback event.
PROOF The locality recognition procedure takes a bounded-local rule set R and automatically constructs a proof of the locality of R using the same technique as that used above in proving the locality of the rule set M. The proof of locality of M involved showing that every extension event for M is an instance of one of four specific templates.
In order to construct an analogous proof for an arbitrary bounded-local rule set R, the procedure must generate a finite set of extension event templates, specific to the rule set R, and must show that this finite set of extension event templates covers all extension events for R. The recognition procedure uses a single process to both generate the extension event templates and to prove that the generated templates cover all extension events. This process starts with a set of "null" templates and generates new templates by iteratively passing existing templates through the inference rules. Let R be a finite rule set and let T be a finite template set such that T colers all extension elents for R of rank j or less. It is possible to compute a finite template set R( T ) that col~ers all extension euents of rank j + 1 or less.
The proof of the lifting lemma, and a procedure for computing R(T), is given in Appendix B.
Definition 24.
For any rule set R, define TO(R) to be the set of null templates and define~+ I(R) to be T(R) U R(~(R)).z Observation. T(R) covers every extension event for R with rank j or less. R is 10CUI if aid o~zly if there is no j such that T(R) contains a feedback elent.
Suppose there exists some feedback event for
R. This extension event must have some finite rank j and must be covered by some element of T(R).
Templates that are not feedback events cannot cover feedback events, so <(R) must contain a feedback event. does not contain any feedback events, then there can be no feedback events for R and R must be local. If all templates in T(R) have rank j or less, then, since no template can cover an extension event of greater rank, all extension events for R must have rank j or less. Now suppose that R is j-bounded local. Since there are no feedback events for R, T(R) must not contain a feedback event. Since every extension event has rank j or less, T(R) must cover all extension events. This implies that T(R) covers R(T( R)). Finally, since all extension events for R have rank j or less, every template in T(R) must have rank j or less. For example, if x denotes a set, then (every x) is a specified noun phrase and denotes a second order predicate that is true of a set y just in case the set x is a subset of the set y-a formula of the form ((every x)y) is true just in case x~y. Similarly, a formula of the form ((some x)y) is true just in case some element of the set x is a member of the set y, that is, just in case x n y is nonempty.
For any binary relation R, and class expression C, we let (R(some C)) and ( R(every C')) be class expressions. For example, let kissed be a binary relation and let man and woman be class expression constants. We have the class expressions (kissed (some woman)) and (kissed (every woman)) and we have formulas such as ((every man) (kissed (some woman)), or alternatively, ((some man) (kissed (every woman))). The meaning of expressions of the form ( R(some C)) and (R(every C)) can be defined so that the above formulas have a natural meaning. The inference rules shown in Figure 6 are sound under this natural semantics. Let N (for Natural) be the set of inference rules given in Figure 6 . It runs out that the rule set N is not local. However, the notion of locality can be used to construct a polynomial time decision procedure for the relation F-N. First, to see that N is not local, note that by combining inference rules (25) and (30), we get ((some C')S) KN ((every (R(every S)))(R(some C))).
However, the derivation the expression (some S) occurs as a proper subexpression in a formula in the derivation and (some S) does not appear in the statement of the inference problem, so we have ((some C)S) wN((every(R(every S)))(R(some C))).
In spite of the fact that N is not local, the locality recognition procedure can be used to show that the relation ›~is polynomial time decidable. Let N' be the rule set constructed from N by replacing formulas of the form ((every C)S) and ((some C)S) by formulas of the form (is-every CS) and (is-some CS), respectively.
For any formula @ and set of formulas 2, we similarly define cD' and 2'. We now have that 2 t-~@ if and only if 2' ›~0'.
It now (22) be called local if it is generated by some local rule set. It is possible for a rule set R to be nonlocal and yet the relation KR is generated by some other rule set R' where R' is local-so the relation RR can be local even though R is not. Given a rule set R can one determine if the relation +~is local? We say that a relation is k-bounded-local if it is generated by some k-bounded-local rule set. Can one determine if t-~is k-bounded-local? It seems likely that the definition of locality can be improved. Consider the "natural" rule set N given above. This rule set is not local but a trivial syntactic transformation yields an essentially equivalent, but bounded-local, rule set N'. In general, replacing formulas of the form (Pst) by formulas of the form (( Ps)t), that is, Currying the predicate P, can transform a local rule set into one that is not local. For a fixed finite rule set R, it is possible to determine whether 2 h~@ in order n k time where n is the total size of Z and @ and all rules in R haue order k or less.
For the purposes of this proof, a rule set R will be called normal if, for every rule r in R, every metavariable in r appears as a proper subexpression of some formula in r. We first reduce the problem of determining whether Z t-I, @ to the problem of determining whether S t-~@ in the case where R is normal.
If 2 is empty, and no inference rule in R has an empty set of antecedents, then X i+~0. Let T be the set Q(R, X U {0}). For a fixed rule set R, the set 'T has order n elements.
We have that Z h~@ just in case there exists a derivation VI, be the union of the sets 1(r) for rules r in R. The set 1(R) can be computed in order nh time. We now have that Z t-~@ just in case @ can be derived from Z under the rules 1(R) by purely propositional reasoning (we need not consider further substitution into the rules in 1(R)). This is equivalent to determining if a given proposition symbol can be derived from a set of proposition symbols using a set of propositional Horn clauses. The existence of such a derivation can be determined in time proportional to the total size of the set of propositional Horn clauses. Since 1(R) can be computed in order nk time, its total size is order nk. Let R be a finite rule set and let T be a jinite template set such that T col)ers all extension events for R of rank j or less. It is possible to compute a finite template set R(T ) that colers all extension el~ents of rank j + 1 or less.
The template set R(T) can be constructed from R and T as follows:
Let R be a set of inference rules and let T be a set of extension event templates such that any individual metavariable appears in at most one rule or template (the rules and templates have all been resolved apart). We define R(T) to be the set of extension event templates that can be generated nondeterministically by the following procedure:
(6)
(lo) If T is a set of extension eL'ent templates for R, then R(T) is also a set of extension event templates for R and if all templates in T hale rank j or less then all templates in R(T) haue rank j + 1 or less.
PROOF. Let ( a', @', Z',~') be some tuple in Zl (7' ). Step (10) ensures that T' is subexpression closed and steps (10a) and (lOb) ensure that 'T' contains Q( R, X ').
Step (lOd), and the condition in step (11) that a' not be in T', ensure that a' is a one step extension of T'. Steps (3), (4), (5), (6) , and (lOe) ensure that every immediate subexpression of @' is either a member of T' or is equal to a'. This guarantees that @' is a label formula of T' U a'. We must also show that the formula @' is a member of~~' J+ '(2', 'T'). Let (~,q~,>z,,~,) """ ( a,,,~,,, X., T. ) be the templates in T selected at step (1) of the procedure. Let p" be the substitution that maps every expression e to p'( p(e)) where p and p' are the substitutions constructed in steps (2) is a member of T'. Thus, P" (8) is a member of C~(2', T'), and p"(C'~(Z,, 'T,)) is a subset of C~(X', 'T"). Since W, is a member of C~I~(~,, 'T,), there exists a depth j derivation of p" (W,) from p" (C~(Z,, 'TL)). Since p" (C~( Z,, T,) is a subset of CR( Z', T' ), there exists a depth j derivation of p" (T[ ) from CR(Z', 'T'). An argument similar to the one above shows that every formula in this derivation is a label formula of '1?' U { a'} and thus p" (T, ) is a member of C: ',~(z', T'). But @' is derivable in one step from p"(?Pl) "-" p"(IP,,) and thus 0' must be a member of C~'J+ 1 (x',' T').
If T is a set of templates that collers all extension el'enfs with rank j or less, then R( T] colem all extension ellents of rank j + 1. 
in R that allows 0" to be derived from q: .~. IP~~by applying a substitution m to the inference rule. We have that m(@, ) = w: and~(@) = 0". Let %; "". %: be the extension events ( a", W/, 2", T'") . . . ( a", IP;, X", 'T"), respectively. Each extension event %: has rank j or less and thus each %: is covered by some template in T. Let &l """ %,, be templates (a,, WI, Zl, T'I) """ ( a,,, W,l,~~, T. ) that cover extension events %': . . . %; via substitutions pl . . . p,,, respectively. We have assumed that no metavariable appears in more than one of r, %1 ".. &~. Therefore, we can define a substitution~such that for any metavariable~, if x appears in r then T(x) equals o-(x); if x appears in %Z then T(x) equals p,(x); otherwise,~(x) equals x. We now have 7(%) =p, (al) = a". Thus, we have that~(@L) =~(W,) for 1 < i < n and~(al) =~(a, ) for 1 < i < j s n. So the substitution r satisfies all of the conditions given in step (1) of the procedure.
Let p be the most general substitution satisfying these conditions, as constructed at step (2) of the procedure. The substitution p is at least as general as~. This implies that the subAutomatic Recognition of Tractability in Inference Relations 303 stitution~can be written as p followed by another substitution~', that is, for
any expression e we have that 7(e) equals~'( p(e)). Let a be p( al ) as defined in step (3) of the procedure. Since~'( p( a, )) equals 7( al ) which equals a", we have that r'( a) equals a". The expression I-'( p(@)) equals 7(0) which equals @". Thus,~'( p(@)) is a label formula of 'Y'" U {a"}. This implies that, for each immediate subexpression s of p(0), we have that r '(s) either equals a" or is a member of T". Let u, """ u~be the set of all immediate subexpression LL of p(Q) such that T '(u) equals a". Let WI "" o WP be the set of immediate subexpressions w of p(O) such that T '(w) is a member of~". Note that for each u, we have that T '(u, ) equals a" which equals T'( a ). Thus T' is a substitution that satisfies the requirement of step (5) . Let p' be the substitution defined in step (6) of the procedure, that is, the most general substitution such that p'(ut) = p'(a) for 1 s i s m. The substitution p' is at least as general as~'. As before, this implies that 7'
can be written as p' followed by another substitution~", that is, for any expression e,~'( e) equals~" ( p'( e)). We now have that for any expression e,~(e) equals 7"( p'( p(u)). Let a', @', 2', and T" be defined as in steps (7), (8), (9), and (10) of the procedure. respectively, and let %' be the tuple ( a', @', 2', T"). We now show that %' is an extension event template that covers the original extension event ( a", @", 2", T'" ) via the substitution~". We have that~" ( a') equals~" ( p'( a)) which equals a". Similarly,~" (0') equals 0". Furthermore, a case analysis on steps (lOa) through (lOd) can be used to show that~" ( 'T') is a subset of T'". This implies that a' is not a member of T"; otherwise, we would have that~" ( a') is a member of~" (T') and so a" would be a member of T", which violates the original condition that a" be a one-step extension of T'". Since a' is not a member of 1" the tuple &' is output by the procedure and thus is a member of R(T). By the above lemma, 8' is an extension event template. Finally, we must show that T" (2') is a subset of CR(2", l'").
The set T"(2') equals U 1~~~,1T"( p'( p(2[))) which equals l.Jl.i=~r (2, ) . But by assumption, 7( m,), which equals P, ( 2, ) , is a subset of CR( 2", 'Tf' ). 
